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NewBlue Paint Blends is a collection of versatile and creative effects for use in video transitions,
screen savers and animated productions. In addition to 12 presets with NewBlue's cartoon effect, it
offers dozens of artistic presets designed for a variety of effects and compositions. Each preset
features 12 different transition types including smooth motion, pattern fade, or other unusual
animation effects. With the addition of the transition presets, NewBlue Paint Blends offers 2
additional effects including a color palette rotation, and a classy, vintage-style oil effect. The
Cartoonr Plus preset includes a slide show effect, and a 3D "cartoon" effect which simulates the
paper texture of a traditional cartoon. "Dot Matrix" is a special preset which generates a 3D effect
with a 2D texture to produce a look that is reminiscent of a retro dot-matrix display. NewBlue Paint
Blends Features: * 120 video transition presets with a variety of special effects including "cartoon",
oil, and vintage * Animation presets for transitions, screen savers, and other special effects *
Cartoonr Plus (cartoon) preset with slide show and 3D "cartoon" effects * Pencil Rubbing transition *
Colored Pencil Transition (which includes 4 different preset modes: Color, Draw, Digital and Brush)
* Mosaic and Oil transition (which includes 6 different preset modes) * Impressionsist, Halovision
Plus and Oil effect * Vibrant Watercolor effect (which includes 3 different preset modes) * Vintage
Watercolor effect (which includes 3 different preset modes) * Classic Watercolor effect (which
includes 4 different preset modes) * Old Still Photography transition (includes 8 different preset
modes) * Old Still Photography effect (which includes 8 different preset modes) * Old Still
Photography2 transition (includes 5 different preset modes) * Old Still Photography2 effect (which
includes 5 different preset modes) * Old Still Photography3 transition (includes 4 different preset
modes) * Old Still Photography3 effect (which includes 4 different preset modes) * Miniature (which
includes 8 different preset modes) * Old Century (which includes 8 different preset modes) * Old
Century2 transition (which includes 3 different preset modes) * Old Century2 effect (which includes
3 different preset modes) * Miniature2 transition (which includes 6 different preset modes) *
Miniature2 effect (which includes 6 different preset modes) * Miniature3 transition

NewBlue Paint Blends

A set of professional software transition effects, available on a 4-DVD pack. Each DVD features 8
transitions of up to 16-seconds in length with one of the two available schemes: "Classic", or
"Modern". KeyMacro EX Description: Multi format video effects, professional video transitions,
effects, filters. KeyMacro is a collection of the most powerful post-production and video effects
available for Mac OS X and Windows. The plugin collection includes a collection of effects based on
the popular filters used in Photoshop (Gaussian Blur, Glow, Grain, Lens, Sketch, Texturizer, Sponge,
Posterize, Lens Flare, Lens Studio, etc.), Texturizers (Bevel and Emboss, Glow, Wispy, Fractal, etc.),
and also includes a variety of video effects and transitions (Cross Dissolve, Pinch to zoom, Filmstrip
and more). KeyMacro EX supports Mac OS X and Windows. KeyMacro Professional Description:
Multi format video effects, professional video transitions, effects, filters. KeyMacro is a collection of
the most powerful post-production and video effects available for Mac OS X and Windows. The
plugin collection includes a collection of effects based on the popular filters used in Photoshop
(Gaussian Blur, Glow, Grain, Lens, Sketch, Texturizer, Sponge, Posterize, Lens Flare, Lens Studio,



etc.), Texturizers (Bevel and Emboss, Glow, Wispy, Fractal, etc.), and also includes a variety of video
effects and transitions (Cross Dissolve, Pinch to zoom, Filmstrip and more). KeyMacro Professional
supports Mac OS X and Windows. KeyMacro HD Description: Multi format video effects, professional
video transitions, effects, filters. KeyMacro is a collection of the most powerful post-production and
video effects available for Mac OS X and Windows. The plugin collection includes a collection of
effects based on the popular filters used in Photoshop (Gaussian Blur, Glow, Grain, Lens, Sketch,
Texturizer, Sponge, Posterize, Lens Flare, Lens Studio, etc.), Texturizers (Bevel and Emboss, Glow,
Wispy, Fractal, etc.), and also includes a variety of video effects and transitions (Cross Dissolve,
Pinch to zoom, Filmstrip and more). KeyMacro HD supports Mac OS X and Windows. KeyMacro HD
Professional Description: Multi format video effects, 2edc1e01e8
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Use these artistic visual effects to transform your videos with style! Experience cool Cartoonr Plus
and other visual effects from a fresh perspective. Drawing techniques on video NewBlue Paint
Blends offers a bunch of cool new painting techniques on video. For example, choose between
layers, layers with dripping, layers with scratched, layers with streaking, layers with colored pencil,
layers with dry brushing, layers with watercolors and of course layers with oils. Choose the method
that suits your style best. If you like to paint digital characters, choose Layers with Colored Pencils.
If you like to paint digitally animated characters, choose Layers with Drying Brushing. Choose the
method that suits your style best. No limits to your creativity Not only can you choose from an
extensive library of different painting techniques, but you can also paint directly on the video. There
is no limit to your creativity when you want to create cool visual effects. NewBlue Paint Blends
features a drop down menu where you can select the types of effects you want to use: Layers with: -
Colored pencils - Scratched - Dry brushing - Scrapped - Dropping - Layers with streaking - Layers
with dripping - Layers with colored pencils - Layers with drying brushing - Layers with watercolors -
Other: If you want to add an effect to the layers, you can choose what you want from the drop down
menu. If you want to pick an effect from the drop down menu, you do not need to select which of the
types of effects you want to use. To see which type of effect you can use, just scroll down the drop
down menu. NewBlue Paint Blends features a set of various artist modes, from which you can select
an artist mode, for example Pencil Rubbing. NewBlue Paint Blends will draw the lines of your video
clip according to the movements in your video. With Pencil Rubbing you can then simply paint over
the lines. For more information about NewBlue Paint Blends or NewBlue Paint Blends Pro, please
visit our website. Need help? Check out the Tips & Tutorials menu on NewBlue Paint Blends for
great tips & tutorials. More Details NewBlue Paint Blends is a set of video effects for you to use in
your videos. NewBlue Paint Blends consists of 12 effects, which can be used separately or in
combination.
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What's New In NewBlue Paint Blends?

Jashmina Butter Glow is a new brush for Jashmina that glows! This brush has several paint-like
effects and modes. It is great for applying beautiful highlights and light and dark washes. This brush
features: * 5 different brush modes: Glow. Highlight. Light and Dark washes. Shadows. * 7 glow
modes. Blend. Highlight Soft. Highlight Hard. Lit Glow. Toned Glow. * 3 brush size settings. 2 to
make a soft brush, and 1 for a hard brush * 6 brush stroke directions. - Vertically. - Horizontally. -
Diagonally. - Radial. - Horizontal Spiral. - Vertical Spiral. * 7 round brush settings. 1 to make a soft
round brush, and 6 for hard round brushes. The Glow buttons use presets, allowing for quick and
easy transitions. Description: Waveform is a brush that simulates the waveform shape that
represents a digital signal. This brush is useful to simulate the digital oscilloscope display. You can
apply it to a non-destructive or destructive effect. It features a selection of built-in transition effects.
The Waveform brush is based on the waveform shape for digital signals: • A sine wave (representing
a square-wave signal). • A triangular wave (representing a sine wave at a given frequency). • An
equally spaced time interval. A new brush designed by us exclusively for ColorX. This brush provides
5 functions, useful to control the color, transparency and saturation. Description: Cleaning Brush is
a new brush for Jashmina that simulates the traditional painted brush strokes used to clean a work
of art. It features 3 modes: - Snap - to create very fine brush strokes - Clean - to create very coarse
brush strokes - Scrub - to simulate the cleaning of artworks and cleaning brushes It features a
selection of built-in transition effects. The Cleaning Brush is based on an imaginary brush designed
by us exclusively for Jashmina: • A brushstroke which simulates traditional brush-stroke cleaning. •
A rouge, which simulates the oil-like effect used by modern artists to blend different colors. A new
brush designed by us exclusively for ColorX. This brush provides 3 functions, useful to control the
color, transparency and saturation. Description: The Mr. Groovy Brush is a brush designed by us
exclusively for ColorX that simulates the brush strokes used by Mr. Groovy to paint psychedelic
patterns. It features a selection of built-in transition effects. Mr. Groovy Brush is based on a
brushstroke used by Mr. Groovy, a painter who invented the art of color matching.



System Requirements:

RAM: 2 GB 2 GB Video Card: 2 GB 2 GB DirectX: Version 11 Version 11 OS: Windows 7 or 8 You can
see the full list of requirements here: groups of patients with Langerhans' cell histiocytosis]. The
most common type of Langerhans' cells histiocytosis (LCH) is Eosinophilic Granuloma, a rare
disease. It is a
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